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We consider a hypothetical company that is assumed to have just manufactured and sold a number of copies of a product.
It is known that, with a small probability, the company has committed a manufacturing fault that will require a recall. The
company is able to observe the expiration times of the sold items whose distribution depends on whether the fault is present
or absent. At the expiration of each item, a public inspection takes place that may reveal the fault, if it exists. Based on
this information, the company can recall the product at any moment and pay back each customer the price of the product.
If the company is not able to recall before an inspection reveals the fault, it pays a fine per item sold, which is assumed to
be much larger than the price of the product. We compute the optimal recall time that minimizes the expected cost of recall
of this company. We then derive and solve a stationary limit recall problem and show that the original problem converges
to it as the number of items initially sold increases to �. Finally, we propose two extensions of the original model and
compute the optimal recall times for these. In the first extension, the expired items are inspected only if they expire earlier
than expected; in the second extension, the company is able to conduct internal/private inspections on the expired items.
We provide numerical examples and simulation results for all three models.
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1. Introduction. Product recalls are the main mechanism to handle manufacturing errors that are detected
after production and sales. They are economically significant events; every year hundreds of recalls take place
costing billions of dollars. A recall process consists of two stages: the detection of fault and the actual recall of
items having the detected fault (Smith et al. [15], Teratanavat and Hooker [18], Tang [17]). A poor performance
of either of these can do great harm to a company and its customers (Pinedo et al. [14], Jarrell and Peltzman [7],
Tabuchi [16], New York Times [10], Vlasic [19], Maynard and Tabuchi [9]). This paper focuses on the first stage,
i.e., on the detection of manufacturing faults that lead to recalls.

We think that a key component of an effective fault detection system is a good model of the post-sales
environment and processes. These vary widely across countries, industries, and companies. Therefore, it is
probably not possible to build an a priori universal recall model that will fit every company. However, the
following observations seem to be fairly universal. First, a fault that may trigger a recall is (at least initially)
not directly observable. The goal of a detection system is to dynamically understand the likelihood of fault
from the available post-sales information flow. Second, the post-sales information is generated in parallel by the
actions of many entities. In many cases, most of these entities are the customers who purchased instances of the
product, but they can be other persons or organizations as well, such as companies and government agencies
that regularly test products and publish the results. Third, there is an uncertainty as to whether an instance of a
faulty product will lead to a problem that will reveal the fault. For example, in the case of the food industry, not
every consumer gets sick from eating contaminated food. Fourth, there are two types of costs associated with a
possible recall: the material cost of recall and a much greater cost arising from a late recall, which includes a
tarnished reputation, costs arising from lawsuits against the company and fines associated with a late recall. This
paper attempts to build the simplest possible model that incorporates the above characteristics. It then formulates
the fault detection problem as the minimization of the expected cost of the recall decision.

In light of the forgoing discussion, we propose the following model. Imagine a hypothetical company, which
we will refer to as “the seller,” that sells a single type of product, N copies of which are assumed to have been
recently manufactured. Based on her current information and analysis, the seller knows that with probability �,
the manufacturing was in accordance with the applicable standards and regulations and that with a small prob-
ability 1 − �, despite seller’s best efforts, a regulation or a standard has been violated during manufacturing.
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We will call this violation a “fault.”1 Whether there is a fault is initially unobservable; i.e., at the time of sale,
the seller knows not whether there is a fault, but only the probability of fault. Each item2 is sold at a fixed
price P and the sales of all items take place at the same time. This assumption is sensible in situations where
buyers pre-order or when the seller is able to sell the product quickly.3 Each sold item has a lifetime, which is
conditionally exponentially distributed with rate �1 if there is a fault and with rate �0 6=�1 if there is no fault.
When an item expires, i.e., when it reaches the end of its lifetime, the seller is informed about the expiration
and the buyer inspects his/her unit to check if there was a manufacturing fault. If indeed the unit is faulty, s/he
is able to detect it with probability 1 − p. The inspection does not detect a fault if there is no fault; i.e., the
inspection yields no false positives. If and when a fault is discovered in one of these inspections, everyone is
alerted about it and the seller is forced to pay each customer K dollars per item sold, where K is a much larger
amount than the price P ; the phrase “much larger” is made more precise in (14). Because everyone has access to
the results of the inspections, we also refer to them as “public inspections.” For her part, at any moment before
a fault is detected, the seller can recall. We assume a very simple recall process: it consists of collecting back
the sold units and returning each buyer his/her P dollars. Finally, we assume that there is a constant interest
rate r > 0.

By a recall decision rule we mean any measurable function that takes as input the parameters of this model
and the post-sales information flow and tells the seller when to recall. The minimization of the seller’s expected
cost of recall over all decision rules is the main problem of the present paper. Our first step toward its solution
is to notice that this is an optimal stopping problem. The underlying processes of the problem are the inspection
results and a point process with a state dependent intensity that keeps track of the number of expired items.
We will use the filtration that these processes generate to model the post-sales information flow. The set of
stopping times of this filtration represents the set of all recall decision rules. Our goal, then, is the characterization
and computation of the stopping time that minimizes the expected cost of recall.

The model outlined above is developed in §2 and the analysis of the optimal stopping problem is in §§2, 3,
and 4. Section 3 treats the special case when N = 1; i.e., there is only a single item sold. The analysis of
this section shows that there are two cases to consider: (1) �1 <�0: in this case, the fault somehow increases
the expected lifetime of the item and there is an optimal static stopping time s∗ until when the seller waits.
If the item is still functioning at this time, she recalls. (2) �1 > �0: one ordinarily expects a fault to shorten
the expected lifetime of a product; this holds when �1 >�00 The optimal recall decision rule for this case is: if
the probability of fault 1 −� is above 4P/K544�1 + r5/�1541/41 −p55 the seller recalls immediately (i.e., she
doesn’t sell the item); otherwise, she sells and never recalls.

Section 4 treats the case when N > 1, i.e., when the seller sells more than one item, under the assumption
�1 > �0. The optimal recall decision rule derived in this section is dynamic and is expressed in terms of a
likelihood ratio process ê. The value of ê at any time is the ratio of the conditional probabilities of fault and
no fault given all of the information up to that time. Right after manufacturing and before selling, this likelihood
ratio equals 41 −�5/�. In time, as new information becomes available, it will evolve following the dynamics
given in (7). The optimal recall rule (24) is of the following form: there is a threshold such that when the
likelihood ratio goes above it, the seller recalls. The threshold depends on the number of products that are still
functioning, and it needs to be updated every time an expiration occurs.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to build a mathematical model of product recalls and
formulate the recall decision problem as one of optimal stopping. As our analysis shows, the recall problem
leads to an optimal stopping problem that is related to those that arise in the sequential hypothesis testing of
point processes. The study of the sequential hypothesis testing of Poisson processes goes back to Wald (Wald
and Wolfowitz [22], Wald [21]); more recent studies on it include Bayraktar et al. [1], Dayanik and Sezer [5],
and Peskir and Shiryaev [13, §22] (see also the references in the latter). In the following paragraphs we give an
outline of our solution to the recall problem that we have formulated above. The solution involves a number of
ideas, some of which, to the best of our knowledge, appear here for the first time.

There are three main steps of the solution methods of §§2 and 4. Remember the assumption that the inspections
never indicate a fault when there is no fault. The first step is to show that under this assumption there is no loss
of generality to work with the smaller filtration generated by the expirations. This allows us to integrate out the
public inspection results. Let us emphasize the stages of this argument: (a) show that the original filtration can

1 Imagine that the seller has a list of possible problems that will require her to recall (such a list could be prepared based on past experience
and data); we can also define a “fault” as the realization of one of the problems in this list.
2 Or “unit;” we will use the words “item” and “unit” interchangeably.
3 A recent example is the Apple iPad sales, which exceeded one million in less than a month (Patterson [12]).
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be shrunk, i.e., can be replaced with a smaller filtration; (b) integrate out the processes (in this case there is only
one) that are independent of the new filtration; and (c) study the resulting lower dimensional problem.

Second, we use a change of measure to replace the unobserved information whether a fault occurred or not
with a likelihood ratio process. To our knowledge, this idea first appeared in Zakai [23]; it is used in the context
of a hypothesis testing problem about a Poisson process in Bayraktar et al. [1] and Dayanik and Sezer [5].
The point process underlying the recall problem has an intensity that depends on the number of items currently
functioning and the change of measure, and its Radon Nikodym derivative needs to be computed for this point
process. The first step plays also a nontrivial role here; see Remark 2.1. The change of measure reduces the recall
problem to an optimal stopping problem of a one dimensional likelihood ratio process whose jump intensity and
dynamics depend on time but are independent of whether there is a fault or not; see (7) and (8). The likelihood
ratio process acts like a continuous time price deflator in the expected cost (8). Each time this process jumps,
a running cost determined by K and p is incurred, discounted at the rate indicated by the process. When the
controller stops, a stopping cost of P (the price of the product) is incurred twice—once discounted at the rate
of the actual interest rate r and once discounted by the likelihood ratio process and r combined.

The third step is to use dynamic programming (DP) to compute the value function of the control problem
obtained from the second step. The value function depends on two variables: �, the initial position of the
likelihood ratio process, and N , the number of items functioning (at time t = 0, N is the number of items sold).
We employ DP on the variable N , which yields an integral equation for the value function. This is an idea that
goes at least back to Bertsekas and Shreve [3]; a recent paper that uses it in the context of the hypothesis testing
of a Poisson process is Dayanik and Sezer [5]. The dependence of the dynamics of the likelihood process on
N leads to a sequence of integral equations depending on N ; see (22). The successive application of the maps
defined by these equations allows us to compute the value function of the optimal stopping problem and from
it the optimal recall rule. An interesting feature of our analysis is that only calculus is used in proving that it is
enough to consider the expiration times as the only candidate recall times; see the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Section 5 studies the asymptotics of the recall model of §2 when the number of items N sold increases
to �. We show that, under proper scaling, a limit recall model emerges that is based on a Poisson process with
fixed intensity �0 and in which the interest rate is zero. The optimal recall rule of the limit problem gives an
almost optimal time independent recall rule for the original problem when N is large. The convergence problem
treated in this section is of the following form: a sequence of optimal stopping problems that are based on
a sequence of point processes with time/state dependent intensities converges to an optimal stopping problem
based on a Poisson process with constant intensity. We haven’t encountered a similar problem in the current
point process literature. From a functional analysis point of view, this is a problem of showing the convergence
of the composition of a sequence of operators to the fixed point of a limit operator. The nonstationarity of the
prelimit processes and the presence of an interest rate preclude an argument based on monotonicity. The key
idea of our analysis is the use of linear functions to express bounds; see Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2. This
seems to be a new argument and we hope to explain it and its generalizations in detail in a separate note. Our
analysis also gives a precise rate of convergence (namely, O41/N5) to the limit. This rate of convergence is
another novel feature of the problem (usually an exponential rate is obtained).

Section 6 introduces and solves two extensions. In the first extension, the public inspection of an expired item
takes place only when the item expires before its initial expected expiration time 1/�0. In the second extension,
the seller is able to conduct her own private inspection after each expiration. The first extension leads to the
introduction of a new parameter (time to a deadline after which no inspections occur) and the value function
begins to depend on two continuous parameters. A modification of the analysis of §4 that incorporates this new
parameter gives the optimal recall rule for the first extension. In dealing with the second extension we show
that its analysis can be reduced to a recursive application of the analysis of §4. The asymptotic analysis of the
extensions is given in the same section and leads to simpler time independent recall decision rules for these
problems.

Section 7 provides simulations and numerical examples running the recall models and optimal decision rules
of §§4, 5, and 6. Further comments on our results are in §4.1 and in §8.

2. The model. The random variable d will represent whether a manufacturing fault occurred: d = 0 indicates
there was no manufacturing fault and d = 1 otherwise. d is initially not observable but its distribution is known:
�4d = 05 = � and �4d = 15 = 1 −�. Let Li denote the lifetime of item i. Given d, 8Li9 is an exponentially
distributed iid sequence with rate �d. We will denote the sequence of expiration times by T1 < T2 < · · · < TN .
One obtains the sequence 8Ti9 from the sequence 8Li9 by sorting the latter. Ct

0
= sup8i2 Ti < t9 is the number of

items that expired by time t. Let �0
0
= T1 and for i ≥ 1 let �i

0
= Ti+1 − Ti denote the time interval between two
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Figure 1. The times 8Li9, 8Ti9, and 8�i9 and the process Ct .

consecutive expiration times. One obtains the distribution of 8�i9 from the distribution of the lifetimes 8Li9 as
follows. �0 = T1 is the time when the first expiration occurs; i.e., �0 = min8L11L21 : : : 1LN 90 This implies that
given d, �0 is exponentially distributed with rate N�d. After time T1 only N − 1 items remain. The lifetimes
are distributed exponentially and hence are memoryless. It follows that given d, �2 is independent of �1 and is
exponentially distributed with rate 4N − 15�d. Repeating the same argument N times gives

Proposition 2.1. Conditioned on d, �i is exponentially distributed with rate 4N − i5�d and the 8�i9 form
an independent sequence.

The random variables 8Li9, 8Ti9, 8�i9 and the process C are shown on an example in Figure 1; t = 0 is when
the sales of four items take place (i.e., N = 4).

A sequence of random variables 8ik1 k ∈ �9 taking values in 80119 and with conditional distribution
�4ik = 0 �d5= d41 −p5 models the inspections that take place after the expirations. ik = 1 if the kth inspection
result is favorable for the company and ik = 0 if it (the kth inspection result) reveals the fault. 8ik9 are assumed
to be independent of each other given d. Note that ik = 1 for all k when d = 0, i.e., when there is no fault.

For the probability space that supports these random variables we take, for now, the canonical space ì
0
=

�2 ×�N ×�N
2 . For �= 4e1x = 4x01 x21 x31 : : : 1 xN−15, i= 4j11 j21 : : : 1 jN 55 ∈ì we realize our random variables

as the coordinate projections d4�5
0
= e, �k4�5

0
= xk, ik4�5

0
= jk. The information that is available to the seller at

time t is represented by the filtration F′
t

0
= �4Cs1 s ≤ t1 ik1 k ≤ Ct5; i.e., the seller observes the lifetimes of the

items that expired and the inspection results before time t. Let S′ denote the set of all stopping times of the
filtration 8F′

t9. S
′ represents the set of all recall decision rules based on the information flow 8F′

t9. Let us note
the basic nature of the stopping times of the filtration 8F′

t9.

Lemma 2.1. For any stopping time � ∈ S′ and for any �0 ∈ ì, � = �4�05 on the set E�1�0

0
= 8�2 Ti4�5 =

Ti4�051 if Ti4�5 < �4�059.

Lemma 2.1 follows because C is deterministic between its jumps.
Define W

0
= inf8k2 ik = 09. W is the index of the inspection that reveals the fault and TW is the time of the

discovery of the fault (TW = � if no fault exists). The minimum expected cost of recall is

inf
�∈S′

Ɛ618d=09e
−r�NP + 18d=19418�<TW 9e

−r�NP + 18�≥TW 9e
−rTWNK570 (1)

Dividing (1) by the number of items N yields

inf
�∈S′

Ɛ618d=09e
−r�P + 18d=19418�<TW 9e

−r�P + 18�≥TW 9e
−rTWK571 (2)
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which is the minimum expected cost per item. The 18d=09 term represents the cost of an unnecessary recall,
which can happen because d is not directly observable. The seller can be misled by an unlikely realization of
the process C and issue a recall even though there is no fault. The 18d=19 term represents the costs associated
with a fault and is the sum of the cost of a timely recall (� < TW ) and the cost of the fault being caught before
the seller has a chance to recall. We will now simplify (2) in a series of steps. Define Ft

0
= �4Cs1 s ≤ t5. Let S

be the stopping times of this filtration.

Lemma 2.2. The optimal stopping problem (2) is equivalent to

inf
�∈S

Ɛ618d=09e
−r�P + 18d=19418�<TW 9e

−r�P + 18�≥TW 9e
−rTWK570 (3)

Proof. Let 0 be the zero element of �N
2 . Take � ′ ∈ S′ and for any � = 4e1x1 i5 ∈ ì define �4�5 = � ′4�′5

where �′ = 4e1x105. Note that � ∈S. The expected cost of recall is the same for both of these stopping times
because the inspections have no false positives and the recall problem ends as soon as an inspection reveals a
fault. Thus, for every stopping time � ′ ∈ S′, there is a stopping time � ∈ S whose expected cost equals that
of � ′. This and S′ ⊃S imply that (2) and (3) are equivalent. �

In (3), � no longer depends on W . Furthermore, the value of W has no influence on the part of the expectation
in (3) that is carried out over the set 8d = 09. Thus, there is no harm to change the conditional distribution of
W to something arbitrary on this set, and in particular to the conditional distribution of W on 8d = 19. Thus, we
may safely proceed as if W were completely independent of the rest of the random variables in (3) and integrate
it out. This leads to

Proposition 2.2. The optimal stopping problem in (3) is equivalent to

inf
�∈S

Ɛ

[

18d=09e
−r�P + 18d=19

(

pC� e−r�P +

C�
∑

k=1

e−rTkpkK ′

)]

1 (4)

where K ′ = 41 −p5K/p.

With this representation, the penalty K is translated into a fixed cost K ′ paid at each expiration time in the
faulty case. The discount factor is pke−rTk ; the probability p of a failed inspection has become a discount factor
accumulated at each jump. From this point on, we can reduce our probability space from �2 × �N × �N

2 to
ì=�2 ×�N and discard the random variables ik. Note that there is a stark difference between (3) and (4): in
(3) the dynamics can stop before � (namely at time TW ); in (4) the dynamics always continue all the way to
time � . Nonetheless, these problems have the same expected cost for each � .

Integrating d out of (4) is less straightforward because, under �, the distribution of 8Li1 i = 11 : : : 1N 9 depends
on d. An idea that goes back to Zakai [23] suggests that one write � in terms of another measure �0 under
which the distribution of 8Li9 is independent of d. To this end, let measure �0 be the measure on ì under
which the sequence 8Li9 is iid, exponentially distributed with rate �0. Define

Rt

0
=RTn

e−4N−n54�1−�054t−Tn51 t ∈ 6Tn1 Tn+151 RTn

0
=

�1

�0

RTn−

for n ∈ 8112131 : : : 1N 9 and R0 = 1; here RTn−
denotes limt↗Tn

Rt . Define Gt

0
= �4Ft1 d5.

Proposition 2.3. The measure � is absolutely continuous with respect to �0 and

Ɛ0

[

d�

d�0

∣

∣

∣

∣

Gt

]

= 18d=09 + 18d=19Rt0 (5)

See the appendix for a proof of this result. Using this proposition, one can write expectations with respect to
� as expectations with respect to �0. The independence of d and 8Li9 (and hence of d and 8�i1 Ti9) under �0

allows us to integrate out the d variable when (4) is written in terms of �0:

Proposition 2.4. The optimal stopping problem in (4) can be rewritten as

inf
�∈S

Ɛ0

[

�e−r�P + 41 −�5

(

pC� e−r�PR� +

C�
∑

k=1

RTk
e−rTkpkK ′

)]

0 (6)

See the appendix for a proof of this proposition.
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Remark 2.1. �4· � d = 15 is not absolutely continuous with respect to �4· � d = 05 because the inspection
results cannot give false positives. Therefore, a change of measure similar to (5) would be less straightforward
if the inspection results were not integrated out with Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.2.

Factor out � in (6) to get the equivalent problem

inf
�∈S

Ɛ0

[

e−r�P +
1 −�

�

(

pC� e−r�PR� +

C�
∑

k=1

RTk
e−rTkpkK ′

)]

0

Note that 41 −�5/� is the likelihood ratio of fault at time zero. Incorporate this initial likelihood ratio and the
pk term in (6) into Rt and define

êt

0
=êTn

e−4N−n54�1−�054t−Tn51 t ∈ 6Tn1 Tn+151

êTn

0
=

�1p

�0

êTn−
1 ê0

0
=

1 −�

�
0

(7)

It follows from Proposition 2.4 that (4) and (6) are equivalent to

inf
�∈S

Ɛ0

[ C�
∑

k=1

e−rTkK ′êTk
+ e−r�P41 +ê�5

]

0 (8)

In the rest of the paper we will use (8) as the primary representation of the recall problem. The initially
unobservable variable d has disappeared from the final form (8) of our recall problem; in its place came its
likelihood ratio as a price deflator.

We note that (5) and the abstract Bayes rule (Liptser and Shiryaev [8, §7.9]) give

�4d = 1 �Ft5=
�Rt

41 −�5+�Rt

1 �4d = 0 �Ft5=
1 −�

41 −�5+�Rt

0

�4d = 1 � Ft56�4d = 0 � Ft57 is the Bayesian updated probability of (no) fault given the trajectory of C0 up
to time t. The Bayesian updated likelihood ratio of fault is the ratio of these two probabilities and it equals
441 −�5/�5Rt0 A similar computation using F′

t instead of Ft gives

�4d = 1 �F′

t5=











�êt

41 −�5+�êt

1 if ik = 0 for all i such that Ti ≤ t1

11 otherwise0
(9)

Therefore, ê is the likelihood ratio of fault with respect to 8F′
t9.

Remark 2.2. We have chosen the likelihood ratio process ê as our state process and base our formulation
on it; one can also use the process t →�4d = 1 �Ft5 for this purpose; see, for example, Peskir and Shiryaev [13].
The relation (9) connects these two approaches. The chief advantage of working with the likelihood ratio,
at least in the context of the present problem, is the simple structure of its dynamics, which leads to simpler DP
equations (DPEs). To the authors’ knowledge, the idea of using the likelihood ratio instead of the conditional
probability process is due to Zakai [23] and appeared first in the context of optimal nonlinear filtering. The main
reason for its introduction seems to be, again, the simpler equations that it leads to.

3. The static problem. Lemma 2.1 implies that when there is only one buyer buying a single item, i.e.,
when N = 1, the seller can fix a deterministic recall time as soon as she sells the product. Suppose the seller is
to recall the item at time s ∈ 601�7, if it is still functioning. One can directly use (3) to compute the expected
cost of the seller to be

v4p1�1P1K1 r1 s5
0
=�e−4�0+r5sP + 41 −�5e−4�1+r5sP +K41 −�541 −p5

�1

�1 + r
41 − e−4�1+r5s50 (10)

Let us refer to 4p1�1P1K1 r5 as x and write v4x1 s5. In terms of x, (8) is

inf
s∈601�7

1
�
v4x1 s50 (11)

Thus, for N = 1, the question of finding the optimal time to recall reduces to minimizing v with respect to the
real parameter s.
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Figure 2. Expected cost of recall as a function of recall time when �1 <�0, K = 100, and P = 5.

3.1. Solution. There are two cases:
�1 <�0. In this case, the manufacturing fault increases the expected lifetime of the item. A graph of v as a

function of s is depicted in Figure 2; parameter values are P = 105, K = 100, �0 = 4, �1 = 2, r = 001, � = 0095,
and p = 006. The figure shows that in this example there is a unique recall time s∗, and the optimal stopping rule
for the seller is to wait until s∗ and recall the item if it hasn’t expired yet. Optimization of the value function v
in (10) over all s using calculus proves that this picture is accurate in general; i.e., if �1 <�0, 4x1 s5→ v4x1 s5
has at most one stationary point s∗, and if such a point exists, it must be a minimum. If �1 < �0, the seller
expects the item to expire sooner in the case of no fault than in the case of fault. Thus, she takes the survival
of the item to be longer than s∗ to be evidence of fault.

�1 >�0. In this case the fault shortens the expected lifetime of the item. The next lemma says that the graph
in Figure 2, when turned upside down, shows the nature of the relation between s and v in this case as well.

Lemma 3.1. If �1 > �0, v4x1 s5 has at most one stationary point, and if such a point exists, it must be a
maximum.

Proof. The derivative of the expression in (10) with respect to s is

e−4r+�15s4−4�0 + r5e4�1−�05sP − 4�1 + r541 −�5P +K41 −�541 −p5�151 (12)

which has at most a single zero. If it exists, this zero corresponds to a maximum of v because (12) is negative
as s → �. �

Lemma 3.1 implies that when �1 >�0 the minimizer of v is either s = 0 or s = �. The value of v for these
values of s are

v4x105= P and v4x1�5=K41 −�541 −p5
�1

�1 + r
0 (13)

The first of these is the price of the item and the second is the expected cost of never recalling. Then the optimal
recall decision rule for the seller is to recall immediately (i.e., not sell) if the price of the product is less than the
expected cost of never recalling and to sell and never recall if the price of the product is greater. The optimal
decision rule can be rephrased in terms of a threshold for the probability of fault: don’t sell if 1 −� is above
4P/K544�1 + r5/�1541/41 −p55; otherwise, sell and never recall.

Note that if K41 −p54�1/4�1 + r55≤ P , a recall is never optimal for the seller even when she is certain that
there is a fault in the product. In the rest of the article we will assume that the opposite is true:

K41 −p5
�1

�1 + r
> P0 (14)

4. Optimal recall of multiple items. Our goal is now to solve (8) for general N under the assumption
�1 >�0; §4.1 comments on the case �1 <�00 For ease of notation, let

�
0
=�0 −�11 c

0
= p

�1

�0

0 (15)
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We will approach the problem recursively by writing the problem for N items in terms of the one for N − 1.
The optimization problem (8) is an optimal stopping problem. The state of this control problem at time t is the
pair 4êt1N − Ct5. 4ê1N − C5 is a Markov process: this can be proved directly from the definitions of these
processes or writing an stochastic differential equation (SDE) that they satisfy; for similar derivations we refer
the reader to Peskir and Shiryaev [13, Chapter VI], Bayraktar et al. [1], and Liptser and Shiryaev [8]. Expand
the problem so that the initial likelihood ratio ê can start from any point � ∈�+:

V 4�1N5
0
= inf

�∈S
Ɛ�

0

[ C�
∑

k=1

e−rTkK ′êTk
+ e−r�P41 +ê�5

]

1 (16)

where ê0 =�. The result of the minimization in (8) equals V 441 −�5/�1N5. The next lemma states the DPE
that V satisfies in the variable N .

Lemma 4.1.

V 4�1N5= inf
s∈601�7

Ɛ�
0 6e

−rs18s<T19
P41 +ês5+ 18s≥T19

e−rT1 6K ′êT1
+V 4êT1

1N − 15770 (17)

The proof of this result is given in the appendix. Define

C ′4�+5
0
=

{

w2 �+ →�+1w concave1w405≤ P1P ≤
dw

d�
≤K

}

1

C4�+5
0
=C ′4�+5∩ 8w2 w405= 09 and

Ik2 C
′4�+5× 601�7→C ′4�+51 Ik2 4v1 s5→w1

w4�5
0
= Ɛ�

0 6e
−rs18s<T19

P41 +ês5+ 18s≥T19
e−rT1 6K ′êT1

+ v4êT1
5771

(18)

where T1 is exponentially distributed with rate k�0. The definition (7) of the process ê and the exponential
distribution of T1 with rate k�0 imply that the w in (18) equals

w4�5= P41 +�ek�s5e−4k�0+r5s
+

K ′pk�1

k�1 + r
41 − e−4k�1+r5s5�+

∫ s

0
v4�ek�uc5e−4k�0+r5uk�0 du0 (19)

Note that 1) if f is concave and A is a linear operator on the domain of f , then f 4A·5 is also concave and 2) the
average of concave functions depending on a parameter with respect to a positive measure on the parameter
space yields a concave function. These and the last expression for w imply that the range of Ik specified in (18)
is indeed correct; i.e., Ik4v1 s5 ∈C ′4�+5 for all s ∈�+ and v ∈C ′4�+5. One can rewrite (17) using Ik as follows:

Lemma 4.2. V 4·1N 5 ∈C4�+5 for all N and

V 4·1N 5= inf
s∈601�7

IN 4V 4·1N − 151 s50 (20)

Proof. It follows from (13) that

V 4�115= 41 +�5P ∧ 41 −p5K
�1

�1 + r
�0 (21)

V 4·115 is concave, satisfies P ≤ 4dV /d�54·115≤K and V 40115= 0, and is therefore a member of C4�+5. The
expectation in (17) equals w of (18) with v = V 4·1N −15. This and (17) imply V 4�125= inf s∈601�7 I24V 4·1151 s5.
For each s, I24V 4·1151 s5 is a member of C ′4�+5; it follows that their infimum V 4�125 is also in C ′4�+5.
V 40115= 0 implies V 40125= 0 and therefore V 4·125 ∈C4�+5. The rest follows from induction and a repetition
of the same argument. �

Lemma 4.2 is true independent of the the order of the �i. The assumption �1 >�0 comes into play with the
next result, which says that the optimizer of the infimization in (20) must be either 0 or � if �1 >�0.

Theorem 4.1. If �1 >�0,

V 4�1N5
0
= 41 +�5P ∧ 6IN 4V 4·1N − 151�574�51 � ∈�+0 (22)
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Proof. The proof employs only elementary calculus and the monotonicity of the value function. We will
prove that

inf
s∈601�7

IN 4v1 s5= 41 +�5P ∧ IN 4v1�5 (23)

for any v ∈ C4�+5. This and Lemma 4.2 will imply (22). The derivative of the expression for IN 4v1 s5 in (19)
with respect to s is

ws = −P4N�0 + r5e−4N�0+r5s
−�4N�1 + r5Pe−4N�1+r5s

+ 41 −p5KN�1e
−4N�1+r5s�+ v4�e�sc5e−4N�0+r5sN�00

We are interested in the number of times this expression is zero. Factor out the nonzero term e−4r+N�05s from
the above display:

= e−4r+N�05s4−P4N�0 + r5+�6KN�141 −p5−P4N�1 + r57e�s + v4�e�sc5N�050

Let A
0
= 6KN�141 − p5 − P4N�1 + r57. The question is the number of times the function f 4s5

0
= �Ae�s +

v4�e�sc5N�0 takes the value P4N�0 + r5. This count can at most be one if f is monotone. A> 0 by assumption
(14) and � = �0 −�1 < 0; therefore, �Ae�s is decreasing in s. v is increasing by assumption and c > 0. Then
v4�e�sc5 is decreasing in s. These imply that f is decreasing in s. Thus, f can take the value P4N�0 + r5 at
most once. The rest of the argument is the same as the last part of the proof of Lemma 3.1. �

Theorem 4.1 gives the following optimal recall rule:
1. At each Ti compute the cost to stop 41 +êTi

5P and the cost to continue

41 −p5K
4N − i5�1

4N − i5�1 + r
êTi

+

∫ �

0
V 4�e�uc1N − 4i+ 155e−4N−i5�0ue−ru du (24)

2. Recall if the cost to stop is lower.
The process ê is completely observable, and its value is available to the seller at all times including the
expiration times T11 T21 : : : 1 TN . N − i =N −CTi

is the number of items still functioning after the ith expiration.
The value function V 4 · 1 · 5, which is needed to run the optimal recall algorithm, can be computed recursively
and numerically with (22) starting from (21). Subsection 7.1 has numerical examples and simulations using (24).

Lemma 4.3. Under assumption (14), the equation

41 +�5P = 6Ik4V 4·1 k− 151�574�5 (25)

has a unique solution �∗
k and (24) can be written as

Recall as soon as êTi
≥�∗

N−CTi
0 (26)

Proof. � → 41 + �5P is an affine function of �. � → 6Ik4V 4·1 k − 151�574�5, on the other hand, is a
concave function of � whose derivative is always greater than P (see the first term in (24)) and which maps 0
to 0. Then these functions must meet at a unique point �∗

k > 0, and the former is less [greater] than the latter
for �>�∗

k [for �<�∗
k]. These facts imply the results of this lemma. �

The inequality � = �0 − �1 < 0 means that the likelihood ratio process ê is decreasing between expira-
tion times and increases only when an expiration occurs. Therefore, (26) is equivalent to “Recall as soon as
êt ≥�∗

N−Ct
0”

4.1. Discussion. The process ê is multiplied by c at every expiration (see (7) and (15)). If c < 1, that
is, if p < �0/�1, ê becomes a decreasing process and the optimal recall decision rule reduces to the one
obtained for the static case: if the initial probability of fault 1 −� is below a threshold value, the seller sells
the product and never recalls; otherwise, she doesn’t sell. Note that the condition p < �0/�1 is equivalent
to 1 − p > 4�1 − �05/�10 1 − p can be referred to as the “power” of the inspection, and 4�1 − �05/�1 can
be thought of as a measure of the statistical effect of the fault on the post sales environment. The inequality
1 −p > 4�1 −�05/�1 can then be interpreted to mean that the test applied to each item after expiration is more
effective in catching faults than is studying the statistics of the post sales environment. If such a powerful test
exists, the seller should make it a part of the quality control process before sales. Thus, p > �0/�1 is not an
unreasonable assumption, at least within the boundaries of our model. Under this assumption, a dynamic recall
process is always optimal.

The case �1 < �0 can be treated with the same tools as those used to handle �0 < �1. The optimal recall
strategy will be a generalization of the one given in §3.1 for the same case. The value function will consist
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of two pieces: as in the case of �1 > �0, it will equal P41 + �5 above a threshold �∗. This affine part will
correspond to recalling immediately if the likelihood ratio goes above �∗. An algorithm based on (20) can be
constructed to approximate V 4 · 1 · 5.

An important statistic about the optimal recall rule is the probability that it will lead to an unnecessary recall,
i.e., a recall when there is no fault. We haven’t yet studied the computation of this probability. See §7 for
comments on it in the context of the examples presented there.

5. Convergence and the limit recall problem. Our goal in the present section is to let N → � and obtain a
simpler limit recall problem and relate its solution to that of the original/prelimit recall problem. Remember that
the recall threshold for the likelihood ratio function depends on N . The asymptotic analysis that follows implies
that these thresholds converge to the fixed threshold of a limit problem. Thus, if N is large, this constant limit
recall threshold can be used to decide when to recall, rather than recomputing a new threshold at the expiration
of each item. This is one of the practical reasons to conduct an asymptotic analysis.

Define T 2 C4�+5×�→C4�+5 as

T 4v1n5
0
= 41 +�P5∧

[

n�1

r + n�1

K41 −p5�+

∫ �

0
v4�en�uc5e−n�0ue−run�0 du

]

0 (27)

Note that (22) is
V 4·1N 5= T 4V 4·1N − 151N 50 (28)

Change the variable u to nu in (27) to rewrite it as

T 4v1n5
0
= 41 +�P5∧

[

n�1

r + n�1

K41 −p5�+

∫ �

0
v4�e�uc5e−�0ue−4r/n5u�0 du

]

0 (29)

As n→ � one expects the operator T 4·1 n5 to converge to T 2 C4�+5→C4�+5,

T 4v5
0
= 41 +�P5∧

[

K41 −p5�+

∫ �

0
v4�e�uc5e−�0u�0 du

]

0 (30)

The plan for the convergence analysis is as follows:
(i) Write down a control problem corresponding to T and use it to identify a fixed point of T .

(ii) Show T has a unique fixed point in C4�+5 and that one can obtain it by repeatedly applying T to any
element of C4�+5.

(iii) Show that for any v ∈ C4�+5, T 4· · ·T 4T 4v1151251 · · · 1 n5 and T n4v5 get arbitrarily close to each other
uniformly on compact sets.

(iv) Conclude that V 4�1N5 converges to the unique fixed point of T .
The next subsection implements the first two steps and the one after it implements the rest.

5.1. The limit recall problem. Let M be a Poisson process with rate �0 and jump times Sk and

ët

0
=ëSn

e�4t−Sn51 t ∈ 6Sn1 Sn+151

ëSn

0
= cëSn−

1 ë0
0
=�0

(31)

Let R be the set of all stopping times of the filtration generated by M and define the optimal stopping problem

V 4�5
0
= inf

�∈R
Ɛ�

[ M�
∑

k=1

K ′ëSk
+ 18�<�9P41 +ë�5

]

0 (32)

The underlying jump process of (32) is Poisson with a constant jump rate �0. The cost structure of (32) is
exactly the same as that of the prelimit problem except that it involves no interest rate and is determined by a
limit likelihood ratio process ë , which decreases with the same rate at all times.

The change of variable that connects (27) to (29) implies that the events that happen in time interval 60117
for the limit problem correspond to the events that happen in the time interval 6011/N 7 in the original recall
problem. Therefore, the control problem (32) is an approximation of what happens in the early stages of the
original recall problem when the number of items N is large.

The cost of not stopping in (32) is

V04�5= Ɛ�

[

�
∑

k=1

K ′ëSk

]

=
1 −p

p
K�

�
∑

k=1

Ɛ�6ëSk
7=

1 −p

p
K

�
∑

k=1

pk
=K�1

which also implies 0 ≤ V 4�5≤K�.
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Remark 5.1. The same result can also be inferred from the original recall problem. N = � has two impli-
cations: 1) if no recall is made, and unless p = 0, one of the inspections will eventually reveal the fault and
2) this revelation will take place very quickly, and therefore the interest rate will play no role.

Let Vn be the value function of (32) when stopping is allowed only before the nth jump of M . We have just
seen that V0 =K�. The first result of this section is the following:

Lemma 5.1. Let V and Vn be as above. Vn ↘ V and V is a fixed point of the operator T of (30); i.e., it
satisfies V = T 4V 50

See the appendix for a proof of this lemma.
Remark 5.2. In what follows we will often write �f −g� to denote the function mapping � to �f 4�5−g4�5�0

For example, �Tn4v15− Tn4v25� is the function mapping � to �w14�5−w24�5� where wi = Tn4vi5, i = 112.
The next step is to show that V is the unique fixed point of T and that iterations of T converge to V .

Theorem 5.1. V of (32) is the unique fixed point of T in C4�+5 and

�T n4v5−V �4�5≤ 4K −P5pn� (33)

for any v ∈C4�+5 and n ∈�.

Proof. For any v21 v3 ∈C4�+5 with �v24�5− v34�5� ≤ c1� the following sequence of inequalities holds:

�6T 4v25− T 4v3574�5� ≤

∫

�v2 − v3�4�ce
�u5e−�0u�0 du≤

∫

c1�ce
�ue−�0u�0 du

≤ pc1

∫

�e−�1u�1 du= pc1�0 (34)

Now suppose �T n−14v25− T n−14v35�4�5≤ pn−1c1�0 Then

�T n4v25− T n4v35� = �T 4T n−14v255− T 4T n−14v355� ≤ ppn−1c1 = pnc11 (35)

where the last inequality is implied by (34). Induction now implies that (35) is true for all n. By definition
�v − v1�4�5 ≤ 4K − P5� for any v1 v1 ∈ C4�+5. This and (35) give �T n4v5 − T n4v15� ≤ pn4K − P5� for all
v1 v1 ∈ C4�+50 By Lemma 5.1, T 4V 5 and therefore all T n4V 5 equal V . Choosing v1 = V in the last inequality
gives (33). �

Lemma 5.1 gives the following optimal recall rule for the limit problem: at each expiration Si, compute the
cost to stop 41 +ëSi

5P and the cost to continue 41 −p5KëSi
+
∫ �

0 V 4ëSi
e�uc5e−�0u du; recall if the cost to stop

is lower. Let �∗ be the unique solution of

41 +�5P =

∫

V 4�e�uc5e−�0u�0 du0 (36)

An argument similar to the one given in the proof of Lemma 4.3 implies that the limit optimal recall decision
rule is equivalent to “recall as soon as ëSi

≥�∗.” The results of the next section will show that when k is large,
the threshold �∗ is a good approximation of the threshold �∗

k used in the prelimit algorithm (26).

5.2. Relating T 4·1 n5 to T . The prelimit recall rules are determined by the recursion (28), which is in terms
of the operators T 4·1 n5 defined in (27). The next two results relate these to T .

Proposition 5.1. �T 4v1n5−T 4v15�4�5≤ p4c1 +4K ′ +K54r/4r + n�1555� for any v1 v1 ∈C4�+5 that satisfy
�v− v1�4�5≤ c1�.

Proof. The definitions (29) and (30), the assumption (14), and v1 v1 ∈C4�+5 imply

�T 4v1n5− T 4v15�4�5≤
r

r + n�1

K41 −p5�+

∫

�v− v1�4�e
�uc5e−�0u�0 du

+

∫

41 − e−4r/n5u5v4�e�uc5e−�0�0 du0

v ∈C4�+5 implies in particular that v4�5≤K�. This and the assumption �v− v1�4�5≤ c1� imply that the last
expression is bounded above by

≤
r

r + n�1

K41 −p5�+pc1�+K�p
r

r + n�1

= p

(

c1 + 4K ′
+K5

r

r + n�1

)

�0 �
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Our main convergence result is

Theorem 5.2. �V 4�1N5−V 4�5� ≤ cN�, where cN → 0.

Proof. Let c1
0
= 4K −P5 and cn+1

0
= p4cn + 4K ′ +K54r/4r + n�1555. A representation of cn is

cn = pn−1c1 + 4K ′
+K5r

( n−1
∑

i=1

pi 1
r + 4n− i5�1

)

0 (37)

The last sum is a weighted average of the terms of a sequence converging to 0. This implies that cn converges to
0. Note that �V 4·115−V �4�5≤ 4K−P5� because both functions are members of C4�+5. This, Proposition 5.1,
and (28) imply �V 4�1N5−V 4�5� ≤ cN�, which is what we wanted to prove. �

Theorem 5.2 implies that the prelimit recall likelihood ratio thresholds (25) converge to the limit recall
likelihood ratio threshold (36). Thus, if the number of items N is large, one can use the limit recall threshold �∗

of (36) in the prelimit recall rule (26) instead of �∗
k of (25). This approximation gives a stationary recall rule.

The rate of convergence of V 4·1N 5 to V 4 · 5 is determined by the rate at which the sequence of real numbers
8cn9 converges to zero.

Lemma 5.2. 0 < limn→�
ncn ≤ limn→� ncn <�0

Proof. ncn and en
0
= 4K ′ +K5r4

∑n−1
i=1 p

i4n/4r + 4n− i5�1555 have identical limits. en is bounded above by
4K ′ +K5r4

∑n/2
i=1 p

i4n/4r + 4n/25�155+
∑n

i=n/2+1 p
i4n/4r +�155. The first sum here is bounded and the second

sum converges to 0 with n, which implies lim ncn <�0 On the other hand, bounding en from below by its last
term implies lim ncn > 4K ′ +K5rp41/�15. �

6. Two extensions. This section extends the product recall model of §2 in two directions: 1) an expired
item is inspected only when its lifetime turns out to be less than the expected lifetime 1/�0 of the items when
no fault exists and 2) after each inspection, the seller conducts her own private inspection; the inspection reveals
the fault, if the fault is present, with probability 1 − q.

6.1. Buyer inspects only when the item dies before time 1/�0. Let us now suppose that an inspection
takes place only when the item dies before its initial expected expiration time. This condition appears natural:
if a product lasts longer than expected, its owner may think that there is no reason to inspect it for a fault.
Remember that in our model all of the items are sold at the same time. Thus, the new condition that we would
like to introduce for inspections amounts to setting a single deadline for all items: an item is inspected if it
cannot survive up to this fixed deadline. Thus, to deal with this new feature, it is enough to introduce a “time-
to-deadline” parameter � ∈ �+; no public inspections occur if an item survives � more units of time. We are
especially interested in the case when � = 1/�0. The optimal recall problem is now

inf
�∈S

Ɛ
[

18d=09e
−r�P + 18d=1918TW<�9418�<TW 9e

−r�P + 18�≥TW 9e
−rTWK5

]

0 (38)

An argument that parallels the one that connects (3) and (8) implies that

inf
�∈S

Ɛ0

[ C�
∑

k=0

e−rTk18Tk<�9K
′êTk

+ e−r�P41 +ê�5

]

is a representation of the optimal stopping problem (38). The value function V 4�1�1N5 of this problem satisfies

V 4�1�1N5 = inf
s∈601�7

Ɛ�
0 6e

−rs18s≤�918s<T19
P41 +ês5+ 18T1≤�∧s9e

−rT1 6K ′êT1
+V 4êT1

1�− T11N − 15770 (39)

This is a generalization of (17). Define Jk4v1 s52 4v4 · 1 · 51 s5→w with

w4�1�5
0
= 18s≤�9Pe

−4r+k�05s41 +�ek�s5+ 41 − e−4r+k�15s∧�5
pK ′k�1�

r + k�1

+

∫ s∧�

0
v4�ek�tc1�− t5e−4k�0+r5tk�0 dt0

The DPE (39) in terms of the operator Jk is V 4�1�1N5 = inf s∈601�7 JN 4V 4·1 ·1N − 151 s50 The value function
V 4�1�1N5 is an increasing function of �. This fact allows one to generalize Theorem 4.1 to the present setup as

V 4�1�1N5 = 41 +�5P ∧

[

41 − e−4r+N�15�5
41 −p5KN�1

r +N�1

�

+

∫ �

0
V 4�eN�tc1�− t1N − 15e−4N�0+r5tN�0 dt

]

0 (40)
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Define �k4�5 to be the unique solution of

41 +�5P =

[

41 − e−4r+k�15�5
41 −p5Kk�1

r + k�1

�+

∫ �

0
V 4�ek�tc1�− t1 k− 15e−4k�0+r5tk�0 dt

]

1 (41)

if the solution exists; otherwise, set �k4�5 to �. The DPE (40) gives the following optimal recall rule:

Recall when êt ≥�N−Ct
4�− t50 (42)

It follows from its definition that �n4�5 is decreasing in � and �n4�5 → � as � → 0. Therefore, one can
replace (42) with

Recall when êt ≥�N−Ct
4�− TCt

50 (43)

In (42), the Equation (41) that defines �n4�5 needs to be solved continuously, whereas in (43), this needs to be
done only at the expiration times.

In (40), change the variable � to �̄ = N� and t to Nt. After these, letting N → � on both sides of (40)
suggests limN V 4·1�1N 5= V 4 · 5, where V is the unique fixed point of T (see Lemma 5.1); the methods of §5
can be used to prove this. Thus, when N is large, the steady state recall rule will be an almost optimal recall
rule for the present problem.

6.2. The seller conducts her private inspection. Let us go back to the original recall model of §2 and
consider a new extension. Suppose now that after each expiration two inspections happen: a public one, as in
the previous sections, and a private/internal inspection conducted by the seller. The seller’s inspection reveals
the fault, if it exists, with probability 1 − q. As with public inspections, it is assumed that internal inspections
yield no false positives. The seller has the right to keep private the information these inspections reveal to her.
The problem is the same as before: what is the optimal time for the seller to recall?

One way to think about the present problem is to imagine it to consist of two phases: before and after a
private inspection reveals a fault. The first phase proceeds exactly as before: there is a likelihood ratio process
that represents all of the information up to present and all decisions are made based on it. If and when a private
inspection detects a fault, the seller knows perfectly that there is a fault; this makes the likelihood ratio process
immaterial (equivalently, the likelihood ratio process becomes � and stays there for the rest of the problem).
The question for the seller then reduces to the following: given the number of remaining public inspections
ahead, whether and when to recall? Let us first study the problem faced by the seller in the second phase.

Let n denote the number of items that continue to function and remain with their buyers at the moment
when a private inspection reveals a fault. The memoryless property of the exponential distribution implies that
whatever happens after this moment can be modeled with the model of §2, with the additional assumption that
d = 1 with probability 1; i.e., � = 0 and the seller knows with certainty that there is a fault in the sold products.
Therefore, we can imagine that the whole problem starts afresh at this moment, i.e., that the time is t = 0, the
seller has just sold n items, and the parameter � has the value 0.

Because the seller knows that d = 1, the only information she needs to decide when to recall is the number
of items still functioning. Therefore, she will be optimizing over the set of stopping times S′′ of the filtration
8�4CTi

1 Ti ≤ t59. The optimal recall problem of the seller in this setting is

U4n5
0
= inf

�∈S′′
Ɛ6418�<TW 9e

−r�P + 18�≥TW 9e
−rTWK573 (44)

one obtains (44) from (2) by setting � = 0 and replacing S′ with S′′. The value function U of this problem is
a sequence of real numbers. The DPE for (44) (which is a special case of (23)) gives the following recursion
for U :

U4n5 = P ∧

[

∫

e−rte−n�1t641 −p5K +pU4n− 157n�1 dt

]

= P ∧ 641 −p5K +pU4n− 157
n�1

n�1 + r
0 (45)

When n = 0, there is nothing sold and recalled, which gives the initial value U405 = 0. This, (45), and (14)
imply that U4n5= P for all n> 0. Thus we have the following:

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that (14) holds. Suppose further that (1) a private inspection has just revealed a fault
and (2) at least one of the sold items is still functioning. Then it is optimal for the seller to recall immediately.
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Redefine the likelihood ratio process ê of (7) as follows:

êt

0
=êTn

e−4N−n54�1−�054t−Tn51 t ∈ 6Tn1 Tn+151

êTn

0
= pq

�1

�0

êTn−
1 ê0

0
=

1 −�

�
0

(46)

The arguments that connect (2) to (8) and the idea of thinking of the problem in two phases as outlined above
lead to the following representation of the extended recall problem:

V̄ 4�1N5
0
= inf

�∈S
Ɛ0

[ C�
∑

k=0

e−rTkêTk

[

1 −p

pq
K +

1 − q

q
U4N −CTk

5

]

+ e−r�P41 +ê�5

]

1 (47)

where N is the number of items sold at time 0 and �= 41 −�5/� is the initial likelihood ratio. That U4n5= P
for all n > 0 implies that (47) is in almost the same form as (8) and hence that its solution is identical to that
of the latter. Therefore, we simply state the final result. Define, for k > 1, Ik4v1�52 v →w with

w4�5
0
=

k�1

r + k�1

pq

[

1 −p

pq
K +

1 − q

q
P

]

�+

∫ �

0
v

(

�ek�t
�1

�0

pq

)

e−4k�0+r5tk�0 dt0

The value function V̄ of (47) satisfies

V̄ 4�115= V 4�1151 V̄ 4�1N5= 41 +�5P ∧ 6IN 4V̄ 4·1N − 151�574�51 � ∈�+ (48)

for N > 1. The DPE (48) is the extension of (22) to the current setting. The first part of (48) handles the case
N = 1 separately because U405= 0. This corresponds to the following fact: if the seller sold only one item (or
only one functioning item is remaining), the internal inspection is unnecessary and has no impact on the timing
of the recall. Thus, for N = 1, the present model reduces to the original model.

Let us now combine (48) with Lemma 6.1 to obtain the optimal recall decision rule for the extended problem.
Let �̄∗

k be the unique solution of
41 +�5P = 6Ik4V̄ 4·1 k− 151�574�50 (49)

Extend the dynamics of ê in (46) to include êTn
= � if the nth internal inspection reveals fault. The optimal

recall rule is “recall as soon as êt ≥ �̄∗
N−Ct

0”
Remark 6.1. The dynamics (22) and (48) are the same. Therefore, the asymptotic analysis of §5 applies to

(47) without modification.
Remark 6.2. One can combine the models of the last two subsections. The solution of the resulting model

will be analogous to the solutions we have presented above.

7. Numerical examples. The following parameter values will be used in all of the examples in this section:

N = 151 K = 1001 P = 41 � = 00991 p =
9

10
1

�0 =
1
4
1 �1 =

1
2
1 r =

1
10

1 d = 10

(50)

The last of these means that all of the simulations are conditioned on d = 1, i.e., that there is a manufacturing
fault, unobservable at time 0. All of the integral equations are discretized for numerical evaluation. Because the
value function is affine above a bounded threshold, any level of precision can be attained by working with a fine
enough grid over a compact interval for the variable �. We used the Octave computing environment (Eaton [6])
to carry out the numerical computations reported in this section.

7.1. First model. Let us begin with the model of §2. A simulation of the post sales environment with param-
eter values (50) is given in the left panel of Figure 3. The 15 simulated expiration times are (iid, exponentially
distributed with rate �1)

000971 001311 002201 003191 006741 007721 008341 00866

009961 101631 101791 107091 107291 108311 501980
(51)
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Figure 3. Simulated sample paths of ê and t →�∗

N−Ct
when there is a fault; the value function V 4·1155 and V 4 · 5.

The jagged curve in this figure is the sample path of ê. Ct , the number of expirations at time t, is not depicted
but can be observed by counting the jumps of ê. The increasing curve is the sample path of t → �N−Ct

, the
recall likelihood ratio thresholds. The straight line is the limit recall threshold �∗, which one obtains by solving
(36) numerically. The times between the jumps of ê are the time intervals between consecutive expiration times,
which are listed in (51). ê is computed from these using (7). t → �N−Ct

(�∗, respectively) is computed by
numerically solving (25) [(36)]; this requires the knowledge of V 4 · 1 · 5 [V 4 · 5], which is computed by iterating
(22) [(54)]. The right panel of Figure 3 depicts the value functions V 4·1155 and the limit value function V 4 · 5.

Because �1 >�0, the likelihood ratio ê is decreasing between expiration times. At each expiration, the value
of ê is multiplied by p�1/�0 = 108. In this example, ê goes above t → �∗

N−Ct
at the 11th expiration and

therefore that is the optimal time to recall for this sample. None of the first 11 expirations will reveal the fault
with probability 00911 ≈ 003. Then, conditioned on the expiration times listed in (51), the recall will be successful
with the same probability. Intuitively, 003 sounds like a low probability; however, one must remember that the
initial fault probability is only 1%.

7.2. First extension. In this model, an inspection occurs only if a purchased item expires earlier than its
expected lifetime 1/�0. The value function now is a function of three variables 4�1�1n5: � is the likelihood
ratio of fault, � is the time that remains until 1/�0, and n is the number items still functioning. As before,
the parameter values are those listed in (50). A simulation of the post sales environment under this model is
depicted in Figure 4. The fifteen simulated expiration times are

001331 001771 002051 002251 003461 003571 005311 005491

009161 100821 300751 302101 307991 407841 905460

The increasing curve in Figure 4 that ends around t ≈ 4 = 1/�0 is the likelihood ratio threshold t →�N−Ct
4�−

TCt
5; see (43). That t → �N−Ct

4� − TCt
5 vanishes around 1/�0 is a consequence of lim�→0 �n4�5 = �. The

second increasing curve in the same figure is the threshold for the original recall model; it is included so that
the reader can see the effect of the � parameter on the recall thresholds. The straight line, as before, is the limit
recall threshold.

The threshold process t → �N−Ct
4� − TCt

5 is computed by solving (41); this requires the knowledge of the
value function 4�1�1n5 → V 4�1�1n5 and this is computed by iterating (40). Two graphs of V 4·1 ·1155 are
depicted in Figure 5.

In the present simulation, the expirations occur very rapidly, and at the fifth expiration it becomes optimal to
issue a recall. This recall is successful if none of the public inspections reveals the fault earlier, which happens
with probability 0095 ≈ 006.

7.3. Second extension. In the model of §6.2, the seller privately inspects the expired product after each
public inspection. 1 − q is the probability that the seller’s inspection reveals the fault, in case it exists. Let us
assign 0085 to q for the purposes of the simulation below. Note that q < p; i.e., the seller’s inspection is more
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effective in catching faults than is the public inspection. The rest of the parameter values are listed in (50). The
fifteen simulated expiration times are

000081 000301 001381 001521 001941 001971 00368

004041 006041 006671 007071 008121 103681 106421 300410
(52)

In addition, we simulate the results of the 15 private inspections that the seller conducts:

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 01 11 11 10 (53)

This is a sequence of iid Bernoulli trials with distribution 41 − q1q5 (we remind the reader that 1 denotes an
inspection result that indicates no fault). The likelihood ratio process ê, depicted in the left panel of Figure 6, is
computed from the expiration times in (52) using (46). There are two threshold processes depicted in this figure:
the threshold process t → �̄∗

N−Ct
of the extended model and the threshold process t → �∗

N−Ct
of the original

model. The first line of (48) implies that the threshold processes become equal to each other when only one
item remains functioning.

The threshold process for the present model is computed by solving (49); V̄ 4 · 1 · 5 is computed by iterat-
ing (48). The value function V̄ 4·1155 of the extended model and the value function V 4·1155 of the original
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model are depicted in the right panel of Figure 6. Because the inspections have no cost,4 the additional internal
inspections allow the seller to reduce her expected cost of recall; i.e., V̄ is always less than V , and this implies
�̄∗4n5≥�∗4n5.

In the present simulation, ê goes above the recall threshold at the 11th expiration, and therefore right after
this expiration is the optimal time to recall. Note that the first 11 simulated internal inspections whose results
are listed in (53) are not able to catch the fault. Therefore, in this simulation, the expiration times prove to be
more useful than the internal inspections in catching the fault.

8. Conclusion. Further thoughts on the study we presented in this article, including possible directions for
further research, are as follows.

Our assumption that expiration times are exponentially distributed corresponds to a constant hazard rate, i.e.,
a product that doesn’t age. If �1 and �2 are not very small, as long as there are many items functioning, the
overall expiration rate will be high and many of the expirations will occur when the items are relatively young.
Thus, under these conditions, assuming a constant hazard rate may be reasonable. Here, two questions come to
mind: under what conditions does it become essential to take into account the aging process? And if this is to
be done, what would be an appropriate model?

An important issue is the determination of �1, �0, �, and p. In practice, one will estimate these parameters
from historical data. An idea that may be further explored is a recall model in which these parameters are
assumed to be random as well; see Bayraktar et al. [2], in which a rate parameter is assumed to be random with
a known prior distribution.

The effect of the interest rate r on the recall decision can be best seen when there is only one item for sale,
i.e., in the static case treated in §3. It is clear from (10) and (13) that r’s effect on the recall decision depends
on the ratios r/�1 and r/�0. Typically, the interest rate is below 001 per year. When taken as the expiration rate
of a product, this value corresponds to a lifetime of 10 years on average. Thus, unless the product lasts in the
range of decades, the interest rate plays a minor role in the recall decision process.

We have formulated the recall problem as one of optimal stopping, which naturally led to a Bayesian likelihood
ratio process. One could have directly used a Bayesian framework to tackle the problem. See, for example,
Paté-Cornell [11], which takes this approach in the context of another problem. One advantage of the optimal
stopping formulation is its ability to naturally combine statistical data with financial data in the decision process.
The financial data in our model are r , P , and K. Within the optimal stopping framework, these parameters have
natural roles in the determination of optimal product recall thresholds.

Most products are sold over a time span rather than all at once. The framework in the present article can be
used recursively as a building block to model continuing sales. We hope to do this in future work.

In our models the inspections yield no false positives. In real life, of course, tests will give false positives.
A model that allows false positives will have to specify what happens when a false positive occurs. It seems
possible to build such models and solve them with methods similar to those used and developed in this work.

4 A model in which inspections do have a cost is an interesting direction for further research.
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The most sophisticated model of the post sales environment suggested in this article contains four information
flows: the results of the public inspections, the results of the internal inspections of the seller, the expiration
times, and the amount of time remaining to a deadline after which no public inspections take place. We think
that these minimalistically represent what information reaches a company about its products. For example, in
the auto industry, every visit to an authorized mechanic can generate similar information flows. The information
would be about the part of the car that was the reason for the visit. This type of information may be modeled
with multidimensional point processes.

Smith et al. [15] suggest that a company can see the actual recall operation as marketing in reverse. In a
similar way, a company can see the statistical study of its post-sales environment as a continuation of quality
control. The methods (optimal stopping, sequential analysis) that we used in the solution of our proposed model
were invented by Wald [20] for the purpose of quality control. All of the events that take place during post sales
can be thought of as one big test of the product. The difference between this test and those conducted during
production is that the latter are precisely designed and generate data that are easier to analyze. With careful
modeling and data collection, quality control can be continued after sales.

Models of recalls can be useful in the regulation of recalls. If the goal of regulation is to keep manufacturing
fault rates below a small level, models such as ours can be used to determine what fines imply a desired level.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Savaş Dayanık, Semih Sezer, Jerome Stein, Chris Tang, Ulrich
Rieder, Bert Zwart, and the anonymous referees very much for their suggestions and comments.

Appendix A. Proofs.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. We adopt an argument parallel to the one given in the introduction of Bayraktar

et al. [1]. The exponential distribution of the interarrival times under �0 implies that under �0, C has intensity
�04t5= 4N − i5�0, when Ti < t < Ti+1. This means that the process t → Ct −

∫ t

0 �04s5ds is a martingale under
�0; see Brémaud [4, T5 Theorem, p. 25]. Define �14t5

0
= 4N − i5�1, when Ti < t < Ti+1. We would like C to

have intensity �d under �. Define Zt

0
= 18d=09 +18d=19Rt0 Z is a martingale under �0 with respect to the filtration

8Gt9 and satisfies Ɛ06Zt7= 1. Define �4A5
0
= Ɛ041AZt5 for A ∈Gt . By definition � is absolutely continuous with

respect to �0 on Gt , t <�, and satisfies Ɛ064d�/d�05 �Gt7=Zt . It can be shown by direct computation that C
has intensity �d under � (see also Brémaud [4], Bayraktar et al. [1]). This proves the proposition. �

Proof of Proposition 2.4. For ease of notation denote by X� the expression inside the brackets in (3). One
can rewrite (3) as an expectation against �0 by using the Radon Nikodym derivative d�/d�0 as follows:

Ɛ6X� 7= Ɛ0

[

d�

d�0

X�

]

= Ɛ0

[

Ɛ0

[

d�

d�0

X�

∣

∣

∣

∣

G�

]]

= Ɛ0

[

X�Ɛ0

[

d�

d�0

∣

∣

∣

∣

G�

]]

0

In the last equality X� came out of the conditional expectation because all of the terms in X� are measurable
with respect to G� . If � is bounded, the last sequence of equalities, (5), and the optional sampling theorem imply

Ɛ6X� 7 = Ɛ0

[

X�418d=09 + 18d=19R�5
]

0

Expanding the X� on the right gives

= Ɛ0

[(

18d=09e
−r�P + 18d=19

(

pC�R�e
−r�P +

C�
∑

k=0

R�e
−rTkpk−141 −p5K

))]

0

Under �0, d and the rest of the variables in the above display are independent and therefore d can be inte-
grated out:

= Ɛ0

[

�e−r�P + 41 −�5

(

pC�R�e
−r�P +

C�
∑

k=0

R�e
−rTkpk−141 −p5K

)]

0

One obtains (6) by replacing the R� inside the last sum with RTk
, which is possible because each of the summands

in the last sum is measurable with respect to FTk
and R is a martingale; the details of the argument, which are

omitted, involve conditioning on the values that C� can take. If � is unbounded, one can approximate it by a
bounded sequence and use the dominated convergence theorem, which is applicable because the costs P and K
are fixed and C is bounded by N . �
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Sketch of proof of Lemma 4.1. For the details of a proof of a similar result, we refer the reader to
Bertsekas and Shreve [3, Chapter 8, in particular Corollary 8.1.1 and Lemma 8.1] and provide here a sketch that
essentially has the same features as those of the cited proofs. Suppose the seller is to use the stopping time � as
her recall plan. Lemma 2.1 implies that � will equal a constant s for sample paths for which � < T1. Consider
the random time � ′ = � − T1 on the set 8T1 < s9. One can think of � ′ as a recall rule for whatever happens after
time T1 when T1 < s. In general � ′ may depend on T1. However, one can show that it is sufficient to restrict
attention to stopping times � for which � ′ depends only on �2 �31 : : : 1 �n and êT1

. For such � , � ′ is completely a
function of the shifted process t →ê4t+ T15 and is a stopping time of the same process. This and the Markov
property of 4ê1N − C5 allow one to break the optimization problem (16) into two pieces (before and after
the first jump T1); the part after T1 is an optimization problem over � ′. Because � ′ doesn’t depend on T1, this
optimization can be handled separately and yields the V 4êT1

1N − 15 term in (17). Once this part is computed,
one chooses an optimum stopping time for the time interval between 0 and T1; this is the optimization over s
in (17). �
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The proof is based on monotonicity and is similar to those in Bertsekas and Shreve [3,

Chapter 9] or to Dayanik and Sezer [5, Propositions 3.1, 3.7]; therefore, we only indicate its main steps. The
function Vn is the value function of (32) when stopping is allowed only before the nth jump of M . The Markov
property of ë and M and the explicit dynamics of ë given in (31) suggest

Vn+1 = T 4Vn50 (54)

This is a DPE and its proof is analogous to that of (17); we omit the details and refer the reader to the sketch of
proof of Lemma 4.1 given above. Vn is decreasing in n, i.e., Vn ≥ Vn+1 ≥ V , because every recall decision rule
that allows recalls before the nth jump of M is trivially a recall rule that allows recalls only before the n+ 1st
jump and (32) is an infimization problem. This implies V̄

0
= limn Vn ≥ V 0 On the other hand, let �∗

� be such that

V 4�5+ � ≥ Ɛ�

[M�∗
�

∑

k=1

K ′ëSk
+ 18�∗

�<�9P41 +ë�∗
�
5

]

0 (55)

Let us denote with � the cost inside the expectation on the right of the above inequality. Define �∗
n1 �

0
= �∗

� 18�∗
� ≤Sn9

+

� · 18�∗
�>Sn9

0 �∗
n1 � is the same as �∗

� except that it revokes the recall decisions after the nth expiration. Note that

�n

0
=

M�∗
n1 �
∑

k=1

K ′ëSk
+ 18�∗

n1 �<�9P41 +ë�∗
n1 �
5≤

�
∑

k=1

K ′ëSk
+ 18�∗

�<�9P41 +ë�∗
�
51 (56)

where �n is the cost associated with the recall decision rule �∗
n1 �. Sn, being an iid sum of random variables with

positive means, converges to � almost surely. This implies �n → �. �∗
n1 � is a recall decision rule that allows

recalls only before the nth expiration. This and the definition of Vn4�5 give Vn4�5 ≤ Ɛ6�n70 These, (56), and
the dominated convergence theorem imply V̄ 4�5 = limn Vn4�5 ≤ Ɛ6�70 This and (55) imply V 4�5+ � ≥ V̄ 4�50
The last inequality is true for all � > 0, and therefore, V 4�5 ≥ V̄ . We already had the reverse inequality;
therefore V̄ = V holds and so does Vn ↘ V . Finally, the monotone convergence theorem, Vn ↘ V and the DPE
Vn+1 = T 4Vn5 imply T 4V 5= V . �
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